Slavic
Review del'shtam as talented writers in their own right. But literary specialists may find themselves disappointed in the lack of attention to the broader picture of women'ns works, as the title suggests-to the tradition of women's writing, either fromii a historical or synclhronic perspective. The paradigm Holmgren discerns in the memiioirs of Chukovskaia and Mandel'shtamn was already in place by the early nineteentlh century in the memoirs of Natal'ia Dolgorukaia and Nadezhcla Durova. I also foundc the last chapter too sketchy and too full of speculation about Chukovskaia's and Mandel'slhtaimi's legacy with little proof that it was specifically their example that servecl as inspiration to other women as writers or activists.
These criticisms do not diminislh the value of Holmggren's book, whiclh is its interdisciplinary approach to gender roles andc its emplhasis oIn women's contributions to Russian culture.
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Marina Tsvetaeva: T-udy i-go mezhduinarodnogo simpoziuma (Lozanna, 30. VI.-3. VII.1982 Lossky in the first paper of the collection. More than that, the book reflects the excellent quality of the texts of almost every participant. The papers are printed in the order originally used at the symaposiumi, with a series of them1atic divisions that very roughly incdicate their contents: Tsvetaeva's biography, life and personality; Tsvetaeva andc her contemaporaries; metrics, poetics, structure, etc. in Tsvetaeva's works; "general themiies"; aind correspondence anid archival documents. The final part of the volume addresses Tsvetaeva andc translation, with analyses of her own translatioIns and a series of translatioins of her poemi' "Toska po rodinie" (homiiesickness) into several European languages. Many of the participants in the symposiumn are the very scholars who would be expected in such a setting, while others may be less famailiar to an American reader, generally for linguistic reasons. The exciting range of authlors inclucles Eve Malleret (the late translator of Tsvetaeva into French), Efim1 Etkindc, Aleksandar Flaker and Serena Vitale, along with other Russian and non-Russian specialists fromii the USA, Canada and Europe. It is a special pleasure to read work by scholars who are also excellent writers themselves, such as Lily Feiler, Lev Loseff and Pietro TIsveteremiiiclh. Presentations by people who knew or met Tsvetaeva (Zinaicla Shakhovskaia, Lidiia Chukovskaia, Iurii Ivask, Aleksanrct-Bakhrakh) acdcl a further i ldimaesion to the volume. A handful of papers cliift somewlhat fromii the poinit of the symaposiutim: Gerlincle ZettTesche reveals quite a bit more about Paul Celan than about Tsvetaeva, while Milica Nikolic offer-s literary criticism1 more than scholarslhip or remiiniscence, andc not only because she gives no footnotes. The lack of Soviet Tsvetaeva specialists, understanldable given the logistics of visas and travel in 1982, m1ay also suggest the symposium organizers' allergy to the typical Soviet "party line" in studies of Tsvetaeva.
The technical quality of the volume is excellent: it is well bound and clearly printed, with a useful index of Tsvetaeva's works referred to in the papers. Besides one glaringly incorrect line in a poem on page 312, there are hardly any typographical errors, no small achievement givein texts in four languages which mlix languages ancd alplhabets much as Tsvetaeva did herself, and whiclh often include notes in still other languages with their particular diacritical marks. Retention of the original ordler of papers does not fully suggest the links between ivarious papers but otherwise the book is organizecd to be as useful as possible.
The volume, printed in 800 copies, is clearly intended for researclh libraries and specialists on Tsvetaeva, who should acquire ancd consult it. It would also be profitable reading for students of translation theory (the final section) and for anyone interested in comparing the work of Slavists friom a variety of European countries, here consveniently available in the four languages that we are all supposed to know.
Simon Karlinsky is enitirely justified in his closing remarks from the 1982 LaLlsanne symposium: it is a series of interesting, ancd sonmetimes simply brilliant, papers. 
